4 Days CITY BREAK: INSIDE MEXICO CITY
Validity : 16 Dec 2018 - 15 Dec 2019
Discover the highlights of one of the world’s largest and most fascinating cities, the
oldest capital of the Americas, and the beating heart of the country. Mexico City is
an experience of contrasts. Contrasts between pre-Hispanic, colonial, and modern,
between rich and poor, chaos and tranquility, but most of all an experience in which
all of Mexico comes together.
Program in SIB is valid for departures between 16 December 2018 - 15 December
2019 any day from 2 pax.
Day 01: Welcome In Mexico City
You will be amazed by the size of the city from the moment you arrive. Meet and
greet with a local representative and transfer to your hotel. After check-in, free time
to start exploring the city. As the country’s capital, the “Distrito Federal” is a mosaic
of contrasts but most of all an experience in which all of Mexico comes together. It’s
the perfect place to start your trip in Mexico.
Included: Airport transfers, Overnight Hotel in Mexico City
Day 02: City Tour and Anthropology Museum
Get to know one of the world’s biggest and most exciting cities! Enjoy a guided visit
to the historical center, listed by UNESCO as World Heritage. This interesting tour will
include “The Zocalo”, the heart of the city, where you will visit the Metropolitan
Cathedral, one of the oldest and largest of the Americas, and the National Palace,
to see the famous murals of Diego Rivera. You will also see the ruins of the Templo
Mayor, one of the most important temples of the Aztecs in their ancient capital city
of Tenochtitlan. The Templo Mayor is thought to be located on the exact spot where
the Aztecs saw the eagle perching on a cactus with a snake in its beak. This
symbolized for the Aztecs that they had reached their promised land. Next, we drive
down the beautiful Paseo de la Reforma Avenue to arrive at Chapultepec Park. In
pre- Hispanic times a summer residence for the noble class of the Aztecs, now it is
Mexico City’s largest park and one of the largest city parks in the world. We will visit
the Museum of Anthropology (closed on Mondays). This museum is considered
to be among the world’s finest of its kind. Here you will admire the famous Aztec
calendar stone, models of Tenochtitlan, a fascinating market place diorama, giant
stone Olmec heads from the jungles of Tabasco and Veracruz, among many
other interesting treasures.
Included: Breakfast in Hotel, Transportation, Guided Walking Tour in English in the
Historic Center, Entry to Museum of Anthropology,
Overnight Hotel in Mexico City
Day 03: Pyramids of Teotihuacan and the Shrine of Guadalupe
Teotihuacan, ‘the place where gods were created’, is one of the most impressive
archaeological sites of the country. The history of Teotihuacan is quite mysterious. The
earliest buildings were constructed around 200 BC. It is assumed that the city may
have counted 200,000 inhabitants during its period of prosperity. In those years,
Teotihuacan was the biggest city of the American continent and one of the biggest
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of the world. Until its inhabitants abandoned the city around the 8th century,
Teotihuacan was probably the most significant and civilized cultural center of
ancient Mexico. During this guided excursion you will encounter the magic and
mystery of Teotihuacan. Admire (and climb?) the Pyramids of the Sun and the
Moon. Walk down the Avenue of the Dead, visit the Temple of Quetzalcoatl with its
unique stone sculptures of plumed serpents, the Temple of the Butterflies, and the
Fortresses. Before arriving at your hotel, we make a stop at the Shrine of the Virgin of
Guadalupe, a pilgrimage place for millions of Mexicans and people from all around
the world.
Included: Breakfast in Hotel, Transportation, Guided Walking Tour in English in
Archeological Site of Teotihuacan, Entry to Archeological
Site of Teotihuacan, Overnight Hotel in Mexico City
Day 04: Mexico City – Departure Transfer
Today will be your departure transfer. At the proper time, you will be picked-up at
your hotel for your transfer to the airport, to check in for your flight back home.
Included: Breakfast in Hotel, Airport Transfer
CATEGORY: HOTELS 3*
Nights
03n

City
Mexico City

Hotels 3*
Regente

The price (hotels3*) of the program is per person in US dollars:
DBL
SGL
TPL *
CHILD (4-11
years)**
USD $ 348
USD $ 470
USD $322
USD $ 183

CATEGORY: HOTELS 4*
Nights
03n

City
Mexico City

City
Mexico City

USD $ 183

Hotels 4*
Casa Blanca

The price (hotels 4*) of the program is per person in US dollars:
DBL
SGL
TPL *
CHILD (4-11
years)**
USD $405
USD $ 572
USD $386
USD $ 183

CATEGORY: HOTELS 5*
Nights
03n

SGL spl

SGL spl
USD $183

Hotels 5*
Krystal Grand Reforma

The price (hotels 5*) of the program is per person in US dollars:
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DBL

SGL

TPL *

USD $ 589

USD $ 903

USD $ 580

CHILD (4-11
years)**
USD $ 183

SGL spl
USD $ 183

Please note:
- Prices are subject to availability and change without prior notice.
- Supplements for holiday periods apply, all prices are based in the regular season,
please ask your executive for High season rates, availability, and supplements.
(*) Triple rooms include two double beds only. Three beds are not guaranteed.
(**) Rate for children applies if children share a room with their parents (not including
food and drinks).
The cost of the program includes:
-03 nights’ accommodation in standard room at the hotels above mentioned or
similar
-Daily breakfast, as mentioned in the program
-All transfers and excursions as mentioned in the program, operated in seat in basis
-Entrances to sites mentioned in the program
-Bilingual (English-Spanish speaking) guide for excursions
-Staff assistance for transfers
-Service charge on included meals
-Taxes (VAT and hotel taxes)
The cost of the program does not include:
-Airfares (domestic and international)
-All services, meals, or items not mentioned in the program
-Personal expenses, such as: phone calls, laundry, beverages, etc.
-Tips to bellboys, room-maids, drivers, and guides
(AT-100918)
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